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Timbre1 vaults are masonty vaults, with a good strength in compression, and can 
be constructed with remarkable thinness and withour the use of Formwork. 
Known in the fourteenth century and commonly consrrucred by the sixteenth, 
until the middle of the nineteenth century, timbrcl vaulting was used vaulting in 
churches, floor systcms and staircases. At the end OF the nine~eenth century Rafael 
Guastavino exported rhe method to the United Srates, where it was used in many 
important buildings. This paper examines the devcIopmenr of the theory of 
t~rnbrel vaults from Fspie in rhe eighteenth wntury, through Rails and Fornts in 
the nineteenth, to Guasmvrno and Guascavino, Jr .  in the rwentieth, to the use of 
Finite Element Methods (FEM) today. 

Introduction 

Timbre1 vaulrs arc masonry vaults made with brick and mortar. Their 
uniqueness derives from their construction: the bricks are pIaccd flatiy, forming 
one or more layers and rhey are constructed without centering or other supporc. 
The bricks are placed in arches or successive rings to complete the vault (Figure 
I), During conscrucrion, the bricks are supported by the adhesion of the fast- 
setting mortar to the completed courses, or to the bordering walls. There is no 
formwork, but guides are used to control the geometry of the vault, particularly 
for large vaults or for a high-quality finish [Moya 1953; Gulli 200 l] .The method 
is analogous to the construction of brick vaults without formwork, which were 
widely used in Byzantium [Choisy 18831. These are builr with lime mortar, 
which sets very slowly, and the adhesion of the bricks is achieved by inclining the 
brick courses, buc the construction proceeds in a similar way forming arches or 
rings. The coincidences suggest a common origin, but rhe quesrion is sriII open 
to further research [Gonziiez 1939; Mochi 200 1 ; Tarrag6 200 l]. 

Timbre1 vaults can be constructed with remarkable thinness. Normally two 
layers of brick tiles are used (about 10 cm in total thickness, including the mortar 
benveen the layers), but vaulcs of only one layer of brick can be found (5 cm 
thickness). The slenderness ratio, reIating the radius of curvature to the span, is 
typically around 100, but many vaults are even thinner. Atso, rimbrel vaults with 
Iarge spans have been built, the grcatcst being the dome over the crossing in St. 
John the Divine, New York, with 33 m [Rarnazotri 200 11. 
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